Status on what was agreed to add/merge in Redmond:

- PR270 ‘SCTPTransport object’: Merged
- PR280 ‘ICE Transport more readonly info’: Merged
- PR273 ‘RTPSender more readonly info’: Merged
- PR291 ‘PC.connectionState’: Merged
- PR237->303 ‘ReplaceTrack’: Merged
- PR300 ‘CSRC and mixer client levels’: Merged
- PR284 ‘ICE errors’: Merged
- PR289 ‘ICE Pool size’: Merged
- PR298 ‘codec reordering post negotiation’: Merged
- PR293 ‘addMedia/Transceiver’: Merged
Continued:

- PR269 ‘sender/receiver getCapabilities’: Merged

- PR for pre-negotiation codec selection. A PR existed but was withdrawn in wait for #293 to land (which has since happened)

- PR for pre-warming (based on Transceiver). Done, addTransceiver (#293) (there is even an example)

- PR to add text describing how the RTPReceiver deals with early media: Done (#293) - example missing

- Add getCapabilities to RTCRtpReceiver: Done

- Add fields to RTCIceCandidate: #325 Merged